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inputs are taken into account by using fuzzy numbers, labels and rules. Fuzzy set systems use degrees of membership for calculating firing the rules [1, 2]. Fuzzy inputs can
Abstract: Integration of domain expertise and uncertainty
introduce additional active labels and thus more condiprocessing is increasingly important in automation solutions for the firing of rules. Additional alternatives of outtions which rely on data analytics and artificial intelliputs with different degrees of membership increase the
gence. We need a level to assess what is approximately
uncertainty of the response. Fuzzy relations are based on
correct. Uncertainties of the inputs are taken into acthe intensities of interactions [3]. These methodologies are
count by using fuzzy numbers as the inputs of different
closely related.
fuzzy and parametric systems. Nonlinear scaling functions
Alternatively, fuzzy inputs can be processed with
(NSFs) integrate these solutions and make them easier
fuzzy arithmetic where the calculations use the fuzzy exto tune. Fuzzy rule-based systems are represented with
tensions of the interval analysis [4]. Equations and modscaled fuzzy inputs. Membership functions (MFs) can be
els include functions which can be handled with the exdeveloped from NSFs and existing MFs can be used in detension principle [5]. The fuzzy result can be sufficient,
veloping NSFs. Fuzzy set systems and linguistic equation
e.g. in diagnostics, but it can be defuzzified in a normal
(LE) systems become consistent within the limits of detail.
way. The fuzzy mathematics has tools for handling inIn recursive analysis, both meanings and interactions on
equalities which provide additional fuzzy facts for the ruleall levels can be tuned together with genetic algorithms. In
based fuzzy systems. Any fuzzy response can be further
applications, the modular overall system consists of simiprocessed with the fuzzy arithmetic instead of going to the
lar subsystems, which are normally used, with extensions
defuzzification.
to fuzzy. The compact fuzzy modules can be developed for
Adaptation, which is essential in varying operating
specific tasks which are combined within Cyber Physical
conditions, is an important part of fuzzy systems: scalSystems (CPS). Uncertainty processing is embedded in the
ing, modifying membership functions and updating rules
recursive analysis. The fuzzy extensions provide a feasible
are supported in many ways. There are many mechanisms
way for the sensitivity analysis of the solution.
for self-organising [6] and self-tuning [7] fuzzy controllers.
Keywords: fuzzy set systems, fuzzy arithmetics, domain ex- Powering modifiers can be used for the fuzzy numbers and
pertise, uncertainty
labels [8].
More or less automatic modelling possibilities have increased the popularity of artificial neural networks (ANNs)
in building nonlinear transformation layers for compli1 Introduction
cated interactions within different sources of varying
data [9]. Self-organising maps (SOM), which have many
Domain expertise and uncertainty processing are increasalternatives for calculating distances in the competitive
ingly important in automation solutions which rely on
layer [10], are suitable for clustering and shaping fuzzy
data analytics and artificial intelligence. Keeping the aprule-based systems. SOM is a feasible solution for adaptive
propriate operating conditions and assessing the approxfiltering [11]. The fuzzy Kohonen clustering network inteimate correctness are needed to avoid faulty decisions.
grates the fuzzy c-means (FCM) model into the Kohonen
Fuzzy systems provide tools where the uncertainties of the
network [12].
Linguistic equation (LE) systems originate from fuzzy
systems [13]: nonlinear scaling makes the solutions com*Corresponding Author: Esko K. Juuso: Control Engineering,
pact by facilitating the use of linear methodologies for
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analysing interactions [14]. The systems are parametric sented in the form of two related vectors:
and can be tuned with genetic algorithms [15], also recurx = [x1 , x2 , . . . , x n ]T ,
(2)
sively [16]. The compact solution makes them suitable for
T
big data analysis and Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) [17].
µ = [µ A (x1 ), µ A (x2 ), . . . µ A (x n )] .
(3)
This paper analyses alternatives of the fuzzy extensions of parametric systems. Meanings of variables, dif- Vertical MFs are used together with rule-based systems
ferent types fuzzy and parametric systems are building (Section 2.2.1) and relation-based systems (Section 2.2.2).
Horisontal MFs are represented by α-cuts A α :
blocks of these systems (Section 2). Feasible adaptation solutions are presented in Section 3 and application requireA α = {x | x ∈ E and µ A ≥ α},
(4)
ments for modelling, control and diagnostics in Section 4.
The compact systems for varying operating conditions are where α ∈ (0, 1]. The α-cut operator is also denoted by
discussed in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are α-cut (A, α). The α-cuts of higher membership degrees are
presented in Section 6.
always subsets of the α-cuts of lower membership degrees:
α ≥ α′ ⇒ A α ⊆ A α ′ and A α = lim A β .
β↑α

2 Methodologies
Statistical models are in various ways used in data-driven
modelling and rule-based systems form the basis for handling expertise. Both lines of modelling can be efficiently
extended to nonlinear applications by modifying the variables to correspond better with the meanings of the variable levels. Then the linear models and rulebases can focus on the directions of interactions.

2.1 Meanings
In fuzzy systems, the labels are represented by membership functions (MFs) which provide the link to the numeric
values. Scaling and modifying the parameters of the membership functions are efficient in the adaptation of the
fuzzy systems. Nonlinear scaling functions (NSFs) make
the sets of MFs consistent [14].

2.1.1 Membership functions
In fuzzy set theory, a fuzzy subset A on universe (domain)
E is defined by representing the characteristic function c A
by a membership function µ(x) ∈ [0, 1].
In the vertical representation, a fuzzy set A =
{(u, µ A (u) | u ∈ U} can be defined by a sum of ordered
pairs: membership degree/set element:
A = µ A (u1 )/u1 + · · · + µ A (u n )/u n =

n
∑︁

µ A (u i )/u i ,

(1)

i=1

where + means a/u + b/u = max(a, b)/u. This can be extended to discrete and continuous. A fuzzy set can be pre-

(5)

Horisontal MFs are used in fuzzy arithmetic (Section 2.2.3).
A fuzzy number A is a fuzzy set of the real line with a
normal, (fuzzy) convex and continuous membership function of bounded support. Fuzzy numbers are defined by
support and core: supp(A) = {x | µ A (x) > 0}, and
core(A) = {x | µ A (x) = 1}. The height is defined by supremum: the smallest degree of membership that is greater
than or equal to each of the set. The representation can be
either vertical or horisontal.
MFs are normally presented with mathematical functions, e.g. triangular, trapezoidal and bell-shaped functions. Also piece-wise linear functions are used. Fuzzy rulebased systems use sets of MFs. In developing MFs, probability distributions can be used by interpreting MFs on the
basis of possibilistic extension.
Fuzzy modifiers provide intensifying or weakening adverbs to obtain new terms:
A1 ⊆ A2 ⊆ A3 ⊆ A4 ⊆ A5 ,

(6)

which correspond to the powers of the membership in the
powering modifiers (Table 1). Using modifiers for α values
of the α-cuts can be a feasible alternative. Memberships
can be further processed with the conjunction (and), disjunction (or) and negation (not), see more examples in [8].
Table 1: Modifiers of fuzzy numbers [18]

Fuzzy number
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Fuzzy label
extremely A
very A
A
more or less A
roughly A

Degree of membership
µ4
µ2
µ
1
µ2
1
µ4
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Modifiers can be used for introducing additional membership functions or fuzzy numbers which take better the
domain expertise into account. Modifiers can be used for
both MFs by changing µ(x) vectors in vertical and α-cuts
in horisontal representation, respectively.

2.1.2 Nonlinear scaling
The nonlinear scaling was presented already in 1991 [13,
19] as a methodology for improving membership functions
of fuzzy set systems. Nonlinear scaling functions (NSFs)
are monotonously increasing functions x j = f (X j ) where x j
is the variable and X j the corresponding scaled variable in
the range [-2, 2]. The function f () consist of two second order polynomials, one for the negative values of X j ∈ [−2, 0]
and one for the positive values X j ∈ [0, 2], respectively.
Five parameters are needed to define these functions since
the overall functions are continuous (Figure 1). [14]
The core area [(c l )j , (c h )j ], corresponding [-1, 1], is
within the support area defined by the minimum and maximum values. The shapes are defined by
α−j =

(c l )j − min (x j )
,
c j − (c l )j

max (x j ) − (c h )j
α+j =
,
(c h )j − c j

Figure 1: Nonlinear scaling and membership functions.

(7)
Figure 2: Fuzzy set systems and linguistic equations [14].

crease}. The vocabulary can also be chosen in a different
where c j is the central tendency value, corresponding 0. way, e.g. by using modifiers highly, fairly or quite [21]. Only
The scaling functions are monotonous and increasing if the sequence of the labels is important.
these ratios are both in the range [ 13 , 3], see [15]. The paThe set of MFs depends strongly on the shape of the
rameters of the scaling functions can be defined manu- NSFs as can be seen in the examples shown in Figure 1. The
ally or by data-based methodologies [20]. In genetic tun- number of MFs is not limited to five. Modifiers of the labels
ing, the shape requirements are taken into account. In can introduce domain expertise for defining correspondmanual tuning, the parameters are modified to achieve ing membership locations in the scaled range (Figure 2).
monotonously increasing functions.
The scaling can be extended to the temporal analThe corresponding inverse functions x j = f −1 (X j ) ysis: increasing and decreasing changes can be quantibased on square root functions are used for scaling to the fied, trend and fluctuation indices are calculated by usscaled range.
ing scaled values. Resulting values are within the range
Monotonously increasing nonlinear scaling functions, [-2, 2] and can be interpreted with MFs as in Figure 1 and
x j = f (X j ) and x j = f −1 (X j ), are suitable for inductive map- explained with natural language.
pings in the extension principle. This can be used in transUncertainties are embedded in the nonlinear scaling
forming fuzzy numbers and membership functions to both approach: feasible ranges and labels are presented with
directions between the real and scaled values.
MFs (Figure 1). The data-based computation of the NSFs
The NSFs, also called membership definitions, origi- is done by using equal-sized sub-blocks, i.e. the norm for
nate from MFs [14]. A set of MFs can be generated by se- several samples can be obtained as the norm for the norms
lecting the locations for the functions (Figure 2). Natural of individual samples [20, 22]. The parameters can have diflanguage interpretation provides a basis for the transfor- ferences between the sub-blocks, which introduces uncermation. The integer numbers {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2} correspond la- tainties to the NSFs and MFs.
bels {very low, low, normal, high, very high} or {high negative, negative, zero, positive, high positive} or {accelerating decrease, decrease, constant, increase, accelerating in-
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2.2 Fuzzy systems
Fuzzy systems are based on rules, relations and local models, including fuzzy numbers and labels represented by
MFs. The uncertainties of the facts are processed by the
calculations with the degrees of membership. Fuzzy systems may include versatile facts, including labels, equalities and inequalities. The nonlinear scaling improves the
numerical calculations in these systems.

2.2.1 Rule-based fuzzy set systems
Fuzzy set systems focus on the linguistic meanings of the
variables, which suit very well to qualitative descriptions
of the process. In linguistic fuzzy systems, both the antecedents and consequents are fuzzy propositions, which
can be interpreted by using natural language, heuristics
and common sense knowledge. The rules can have several consequents. Fuzzy rule-based systems maintain clear
connections with expert systems [23]. Fuzzy set theory first
presented by Zadeh [1] form a conceptual framework for
linguistically represented knowledge.
Local models based on crisp functions of the antecedent variables are used in Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy
models [24]. The consequent is a parameterized function,
whose structure remains constant and only the parameters
vary. For linear models, smoothing techniques are needed
to avoid erroneous hedges and valleys on the response surfaces [25]. The freedom of parameters needs to be reduced
to improve system development [26].
Type-2 fuzzy models introduced by Zadeh in 1975
take into account uncertainty about the membership function [27]. Most systems based on interval type-2 fuzzy sets
are reduced to an interval-valued type-1 fuzzy set. However,
the level 2 is important for the uncertainty processing. The
nonlinear scaling can introduce Type-2 MFs, see Section
2.1.2.
Rule-based fuzzy set systems are highly flexible: facts
can be based on fuzzification of crisp or fuzzy input values, manually provided domain expertise or calculations
by using changes, trends, fluctuations, equalities and inequalities. Each fact has a degree of membership.The systems can handle contradictory data, i.e. some consequents
may define forbidden areas for the outputs [28, 29].
The operating area of different types of rule-based
fuzzy set systems can be extended by selecting membership locations (Figure 2) for inputs and/or outputs together
with the LE models are needed to tune the sets of MFs, see
Section 2.3.3. The rulebase can focus on the directions of
interactions. For example, all the alternative MFs shown in
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Figure 1 could be handled with the same rule-based system
with an appropriate set of MFs.

2.2.2 Fuzzy relational systems
Fuzzy relational models [3] allow one particular antecedent
proposition to be associated with several different consequent propositions. Each element of the relation represents the degree of association between the individual reference fuzzy sets defined in the input and output domains.
The relations can be represented by fuzzy rule-based systems where the rules have weight values. In these models,
the membership functions can be chosen in a fairly mechanistic way since the association intensities take care of the
interactions.
These systems suit well for higher levels of abstraction
where the labels are objects which do not necessarily have
any connections with numeric values. NSFs could be useful in translating the intensities [0, 1] to the range [-2, 2]
and natural language.

2.2.3 Fuzzy arithmetic
Fuzzy arithmetic provides methods for including uncertainty processing within equations and models. The extension principle is the basic generalization of the arithmetic operations if the inductive mapping F(x j ) is a
monotonously increasing function of the input. The interval arithmetic presented by Moore [4] is used together
with the extension principle on several membership αcuts of the fuzzy number x j for evaluating fuzzy expressions [5, 30, 31]. The fuzzy sets can be modified by intensifying or weakening modifiers [8].
Membership degree for fuzzy equality of two fuzzy sets
can obtained by
µ A=B = sup min[µ A (x), µ B (x)].
x

(8)

The calculation of inequalities is based on comparing modified identities. Fuzzy equalities and inequalities <, ≤, =, ≥
and > produce new facts for rule-based fuzzy set systems.
Calculations with fuzzy numbers expand step by step
the uncertainty of the results. Therefore, associations are
important in reducing the uncertainty of calculations. LE
models are used for representing various types of associations, see Section 2.3.3. For example, high flow is associated with short time delay.
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2.3 Parametric models
Case-based systems can be built by integrating local parametric models. Linear parameter varying models (LPV) and
fuzzy set systems are alternatives for working point models.

2.3.1 Statistical models
Statistical modelling in its basic form uses linear regression for solving coefficients for linear functions F(⃗x). Interactions between variables become important in the multiple regression. Principal component analysis (PCA) reduces the number of dimensions [32]. Latent structures
and collinear variables are important in avoiding overfitting [33].
In the response surface methodology (RSM), the relationships are represented with multiple input, single output (MISO) models, which contain linear, quadratic and
interactive terms [34]. Model selection algorithms are important in finding efficient predictions with less parameters [35]. Expert knowledge and robust fitting techniques
can improve these models [36].
LPV models extend application areas of the linear
modelling. Semi-physical models bring appropriate calculated variables as inputs, see [37]. Fuzzy inputs move the
analysis to several α-levels. The interval arithmetic can be
used within models and also the coefficients can be fuzzy
numbers.
Various advanced methodologies are available for extending the statistical model approach. However, the high
complexity makes the adaptation of the system difficult.

2.3.2 Neural and neurofuzzy systems
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are used as behavioural
input-output models consisting of neurons. The response
of each neuron i is obtained by an activation function, F i :
yi = Fi (

m
∑︁

NN
w NN
ij p j + b i ),

(9)

j=1

whose input is calculated from a weighted sum of the normalised variables and a bias term: w NN
ij is the weight factor of the element p j in the input vector of the neuron i,
and b NN
a scalar bias. For the input layer, the elements
i
p j are usually normalised values of the variables x j , j =
1, 2, ..., m. Network architectures differ from each other in
their way of forming the net input, use of activation functions F i and number of layers.

Neurofuzzy systems use fuzzy neurons to combine the
weight factors w ij and the inputs p j in (9). The activation
function is handled with the extension principle from the
fuzzy input, which is obtained by the fuzzy arithmetics.
Different combinations with fuzzy and crisp weight factors
and elements can be used in these models [38]. Cascade
architectures of fuzzy set systems and neural networks
are often called neurofuzzy systems. Neural computation
is used for tuning fuzzy set systems which can be represented by neural networks, see [39].
Overfitting is a real risk in neural computation, especially in deep learning. Although the weights could be
fuzzy, it is difficult to introduce this idea in the learning algorithms. However, fuzzy inputs are possible and then the
responses would be fuzzy. The solutions can be extended
with the NSFs in the same way as in the rule-based fuzzy
set systems, see Section 2.2.1.

2.3.3 Linguistic equations
Linguistic equation (LE) approach originates from fuzzy
set systems [13]. The main idea is to make compact systems which take into account nonlinearities by using the
nonlinear scaling (Section 2.1.2) together with linear equations [14]. Extensions to more complex statistical models could be used but considerable improvements are not
achieved if the NSFs are on a reasonable level.
The LE systems can be extended to fuzzy systems by
using the NSFs for transforming fuzzy numbers to both directions between the real and scaled values (Section 2.1.2).
The linear equations are processed by the fuzzy interval
analysis and finally the resulting fuzzy numbers are scaled
back to the real scale.
Associations are simple interactions, e.g. a positive association leads to extending fuzziness for a sum of two
fuzzy numbers. This is the normal way used in fuzzy arithmetic. On the other hand, a negative association means
that the same sum has much less uncertainty.
Locations for all membership functions or singletons
can be defined for one variable in each equation of a LE
model (Figure 2). Pruning is used for combining membership functions which are close to each other.
Fuzzy set systems can be changed into LE models by
replacing linguistic labels with real numbers (Figure 2).
Slight adjusting of these locations is usually needed, and
NSFs are generated from adjusted locations and the center
points of the corresponding MFs. The model surface is directly used for very small fuzzy set systems as there are too
few relations for the parameter-based approach. [14]
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Table 2: Adaptation

Adaptation
level
Scaling
Shape

Interactions

Fuzzy set systems

Linguistic equations

Application

1. All the MFs
2. Modify individual MFs

1. All the NSFs
2.1 Parameters of NSFs from generalised
norms
2.2 Update generalised norms
3. New interaction coeflcients

Working point adaptation
Smooth changes

3. The rules

Linguistic Takagi-Sugeno (LTS) models were developed for improving the operation of TS models in the border areas of local models [40]. The linear models are replaced by LE models by using the NSFs. The LTS models
are robust solutions for applications where the same variables can be used for defining operating areas and in the
submodels. No special smoothing algorithms are needed.
The nonlinear scaling is the key part of the LE models:
compact basic models can be extended with the statistical,
fuzzy and neural methodologies.

3 Adaptation
Uncertainty processing and temporal analysis are essential in assessing the need for adaptation. Recursive data
analysis provides material for the detection of changes and
finally, consistent systems facilitate the efficient adaptation. The recursive part focuses on the scaling and the interactions are updated only if needed (Table 2).

3.1 Recursive data analysis

Drastic changes
New model

The uncertainties can be analysed since the calculations are based on several sub-blocks which can have different data distributions. Levels, changes, trends and fluctuations can be followed for all five parameters of each
scaling function (Figure 1). Individual MFs can be analysed
by using only the corner points of the trapezoidal MFs.

3.2 Detection of changes
The temporal analysis of levels and features representing
the increase, decrease, trends and fluctuations introduces
information for detecting changes in operating conditions.
An increasing number of correction requirements can be
an indication of changing operating conditions. The parameters obtained from the recent data need to be compared with the active parameters. The comparison, which
is based on fuzzy inequalities <, ≤, =, ≥ and >, provides uncertain facts for the fuzzy decision making.
The generalised statistical process control (GSPC) is an
additional tool for detecting changes, anomalies and novelties in connection with the operation [43]. Warnings and
alarms are generated by the control charts.
The detection focuses on the NSFs since the sets of the
MFs can be built from the NSFs. The analysis of the individual MFs is a special case of this.

The parameters of the NSFs can be recursively updated by
using generalised norms with the defined orders. This can
be done real-time: the norm values are updated by including new equal sized sub-blocks in the calculations [41].
3.3 System adaptation
The norm for several samples is obtained as the norm
of the norms of the individual samples [22, 42]. Outliers
Fuzzy set systems can be adapted on three levels: (1) scalshould be excluded, but the suspicious values may mean
ing the sets of MFs, (2) adapting the shapes of the MFs and
that the operating conditions are changing, i.e. the iden(3) adapting the rulebase. The scaling is easy and well untity of the short long term NSFs is not sufficient [41]. The
derstood, but the importance to understand correctly the
new set of parameters is checked and corrected if the
meanings of the MFs is not so well shared. Adapting the
monotonous increase is not achieved.
rulebase should really be the last in the sequence (Table
The new orders are obtained by using the generalised
2).
skewness for the data extended with the data collected
In the adapting of the NSFs, the first level is also the
from the new situation [20]. The same check of monotonocscaling: the functions become sharper or wider. Adapting
ity is performed in this analysis.
the shape of the functions is the key and there are two lev-
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els of the operation: (2.1) new parameters are obtained by
the generalised norms with active orders, and (2.2) the orders of the norms are re-analysed. The directions of interactions handled with linear equations provide results for
the rules as well.
The interactions are re-analysed if the adaptation of
the NSFs does not lead to sufficient improvements.
Genetic algorithms are well suitable for adapting the
LE systems with a very high number of parameters. Efficient calculations can be achieved since the acceptable
range [ 13 , 3] of the shape factors α−j and α+j accept only the
solutions which are monotonously increasing. All the parameters can be handled simultaneously.

4 Application areas
The nonlinear scaling functions provide compact links between the applications and uncertainty processing. Uncertainty processing brings the data-driven development and
solutions available to the assessment based on domain expertise.

4.1 Modelling
Case-based models can be combined as multimodel LE systems, where a fuzzy decision module is used for proving
the degree of membership for each active model. The decisions can be based on fuzzy working point models. Since
the interactions are presented by linear equations, these
models extend the linear parameter varying (LPV) models.
The submodels can also have totally different structures
and variables. The LTS models are special cases of these
models. [44]

4.2 Intelligent control
Intelligent methods are widely used for nonlinear multivariable control systems, e.g. a large number of highly successful fuzzy logic control (FLC) applications are implemented in process industry. The system structures are similar to the fuzzy models: crisp responses are obtained by
defuzzification.
In feedback control, the LE controllers use similar
structures enhanced with the NSFs. Intelligent analysers
are increasingly important in these systems [45]. Modelbased control is widely applied to industrial applications [46]. The LE control systems use predefined model-

based techniques and activate special features when
needed, since the adaptation needs to be fast [47].
Fuzzy adaptation of em LE controllers opens additional possibilities to the decision making by extending
the smart working point control. The operation is kept
smooth by limiting the allowed temperature range in difficult situations. [48]

4.3 Diagnostics
Rule-based fuzzy set systems result fuzzy sets which include alternative faults with degrees of membership. Efficient solutions can be developed integrating condition
monitoring data in the form of intelligent indices into the
operation and maintenance. The NSFs methodologies are
also used for handling performance measures used in the
same scale as intelligent condition and stress indices. Performance indicators are responses of the process, machine
or system to the stress contributions analyzed from process
and condition monitoring data. The systems are adapted to
the changing operation conditions by the recursive tuning
of the NSFs. [49]
Fuzzy relational systems are based on intensities of interactions between symptoms and faults. Symptoms are
facts, including labels, inequalities and trends. As the labels do not need to any links with numerical values, the
relations can be the first or highest level in the diagnostics.

5 Discussion
In applications, the systems need to use both crisp and
fuzzy numbers as well as additional facts. The domain expertise can be introduced by fuzzy labels and understanding of variable meanings. Fuzzy relations are used within
higher level systems. Neural models are numeric models
in the same way as the statistical and LE models.
Nonlinear scaling and LE systems with fuzzy arithmetic make the systems more compact. Rule-based fuzzy
systems and neural networks can be simplified by including layers which use NSFs. The coefficients of the LE systems are based on linear regression. Therefore, feedforward LE models can be transformed to feedforward controllers. Adaptation can be done even recursively with the
NSFs. The overall solution forms a feasible basis for building tunable large-scale systems.
The NSFs and LE models are compact and easy to
adapt but the structural limitations need to be kept in
mind. The basic systems are feasible for monotonously in-
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creasing subsystems where the LE models and fuzzy systems can be transformed to both directions. Higher levels need fuzzy systems for utilizing contradictory data,
non-numeric information and balancing different operating conditions.

6 Conclusions
Meanings of variables are the key to handling expertise and uncertainty processing in automation applications. Nonlinear scaling provides additional calculation
levels which simplify statistical, fuzzy and neural solutions. Large-scale applications can be built and tuned as
modular parametric systems. The embedded uncertainty
processing in the recursive analysis form a basis for the
adaptation. Fuzzy systems are needed for balancing contradictory information, non-numeric expertise and operating areas.
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